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Tour includes:
-Round trip air transportation via World Airways.
- 7 nights in Madrid, Spain and 7 nights in Algarve, Portugal
-First class hotel accommodations
-Continental breakfast daily
-4 dinners in each city on a dine-around plan
-Cheese and wine tasting party in Madrid
-Algarve to Madrid via TAP fPortuguese airline)
-All transfers and baggage handling
-Hotel and airport taxes included
-Service desk at each hotel
-Briefings upon arrival in each city
-Optional tours
-Single supplement $100
-Children under 12, $20 less

f

RESERVATIONS WILL BE
ACCEPTED ON A
. FIRST COME, FIRST
SERVED BASIS
FIESTA DEL SOL CARNIVAL
Alumni Office
Illinois State University
Rambo House
Normal, Illinois 61761

Please send me the free color brochure on your carnival tour today:
Name _

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ __ __ __

City _ __

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ __ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Please enclose $100 per person when applying for the tour.

New look for Alumni Services . ..
see feature on page 1
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Illinois State University

Alumni Association
Rambo House Normal, Illinois 61761 (309) 438-2294
Dear Alumni of Illinois State University:
Among ISU's 40,000 alumni, there are many wonderful people who
have contributed to the University simply because they are thankful for the
education they received and want to show their appreciation. Bless you!
We appreciate your support, and feel that you should receive more than a
thank you. That is why we plan many alumni activities and programs
throughout the year ... to thank you for supporting your University.
At the moment. the Alumni Office is going through a series of changes.
First of all, though I feel quite at home at ISU after my first five months
here, I musf be considered a new component of the office. In addition, the
Alumni Office has a new home, in Rambo House, which ou, article on page
one aptly describes. But more important, our office is in the process of
developing a new outlook for the future. We are initiating new programs,
revamping old programs and changing several existing programs-striving
all the while to find even better ways to say "thank you" to our alumni.
The Alumni Register is one area where we are initiating change . We are
a~empting to make it more personal so that our many alumni ca n see our
accomplishments, share in our comradeship and feel at home with ISU happenings. We real ize that the Alumni Register is the only contact that many
alumni have with the Alumni Office, and we would like to have that one
association, the best it can possibly be.
We have many plans and are working diligently to put them into operation, but we need your help! We ask that you let us know your interests,
your concerns, your criticism and your ideas. We need your feedback and
support to be a success, because you, the alumni, are what we're all about.
We ask only the chance to say "thank you."
Cordially,

~ l.Af:2, t.,
Vincent A. Vehar, Jr. c:-\-

Donald Prince

Prince ·appointed chainnan
of higher education hoard
Dr. Donald M. Prince, former
president of the ISU Alumni
Association and· member of the
lliinois State facQlty from 196o-67, is
looking ahead to new educational
challenges as a result of his recent
appointment as chairman of the
lliinois Board of Higher Education by
Governor Daniel Walker.
A vice-president with Rand, McNally and Co., Skokie, since 1967 when
he left an ISU campus position as
chairman of the Department of
Educational Administration, Prince
first became well-known in Illinois
educational and political circles in
1966 during an unsuccessful campaign
for the post of State Superintendent of
Public Instruction.
At ISU for the first time in 1944-45 as
a Navy V-12 student, Prince has
served all levels of education in all
parts of Illinois during his career.
A native of Crossville, he began his
education by attending a one-room

school at Bell. Prince earned a
bachelor's degree from Murray State
College, Kentucky, with honors in 1948
and master's and doctor's degrees
from the University of Illinois in 1950
and 1954 where he was a research
assistant in the Bureau of
Educational Research.
After teaching in high schools at
Crossville and Norris City, Prince
was named as principal of the
Knoxville Junior-Senior High School.
He spent four years at this post and
four as superintendent of the Princeton Township High School before he
was appointed to the Illinois State
faculty as director of the Center for
Educational Administration.
In 1962 he was active in establishing
the ISU doctoral program in
Educational Administration and was
named as the first chairman of the
new department. The first doctorates
in the field were awarded in 1966 and
the department today has a large

number of doctoral candidates.
In 1967 when Prince was appointed
as educational director of Rand,
McNally and Co., a national textbook
and teaching aids firm, former ISU
President Robert G. Bone commented, "He has made important
contributions to ISU and higher
education, particularly in the field of
educational administration. His
presence will be sorely missed both at
the university and in the community."
His many friends among faculty
and alumni of ISU are pleased with
the new opportunity Prince has as
IBEA chairman and are confident
that he has the experience and ability
t.o be of service t.o all levels of
education in Illinois.

Academic senate
names committee
A committee has been named by the
Academic Senate to work with
President David Berlo in selecting
candidates to receive an honorary
degree at the June commencement of
lliinois State University.
Honorary degrees may be awarded
by the Regency universities to
recognize persons who have achieved
a record of major distinction at the
state or national level in education,
public service, the arts, business, or
the professions.
F. Louis Hoover has been selected
to serve as chairman of the committee. Howard Adelman is the
student representative.
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I wish to nominate the following
person for
the
Alumni
Association Board of Directors:
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __

Street City State Zip
TELEPHONE _ _ _ _ __

Board
meeting

Director ·Vince Vehar reports to members of the Alumni Association ·
board of directors during the mid-year meeting on the campus. Attend-◊
ing, from left, were Dorothy Portee, Betty Wheeler, Jan Terry, Phil Brown
·
·
(Student AssoGiation Director), Vehar, Association President Gene
Hoffman, Burt Mercier, Kathleen Gentes, Don Schroeder and Jim Peterson. Alumni are urged to use the form at the right to nominate candi- [ )
dates for the board of directors.
.

YEAR OF GRADUATION

Please send all nominations to
the Alumni Office, Rambo
House, Illinois State University,
Normal, Illinois, 61761.

--------------
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Letter
From

The
President
President David Berlo
Dear Alumnus:
If you have been away from the University for even a brief period,
you are probably not aware of many sign ificant changes taking place
here. There are physical changes which can be easily seen. The most
dramatic of those is the new University Union and Aud itorium which nears
completion. Another is the new Library building, recently placed under
construction. When these fine new facilities are completed, ISU wil l better
serve its students, facutly, alumni and the community in which we are
located.
But there are other changes, just as important in my mind, that you
cannot see when visiting the campus. These are administrative changes which
will better prepare this institution for the vital role it plays in our modern
and increasingly complex society.
One of the most important of these changes not apparent to visiting
alumni is the restructuring of the Office of the Secretary. As the tit le
implies, the Secretary is the University's keeper of records and policies.
The Secretary, for example, has the responsibility of preparing all University
reports for the Board of Regents.
But the Secretary is also much more. In fact, I view this office much
the same as I do the heartbeat of the human body. I do so because at ISU
the Secretary is responsit)le for all University-wide services that affect
people, whether they are faculty, staff or students. I like to view this vital
d ivision of the University as our "Office of Human Services". Therefore,
public safety is under the Secretary, as is the housing office, health services,
placement service and so on. At present there are more than a dozen un iversitywide offices whic h provide for the needs of people. They now will all
report to the Secretary.

Campus news highlights
Grant aids interns
ISU and other members of the Academic
Affairs Conference of Midwest Universities are sharing in a $157,000 grant from
the Rockefeller Foundation to support an
18-month program of Administrative
Internships for Minorities. Eligible interl)s
are men and women between 25 and 45 who
have for at least two years been minority
faculty or junior administrative staff
members and who hold · doctoral or
recognized terminal degrees. They are
nominated to participate by the presidents
of the institutions at which they are employed.

Forum speakers set
The Mideast, Northern Ireland and
educational reform are topics on the
University Forum series for the current
semester. The programs are sponsored
free to the public as well as for the
university community. Appearing in
February were Yitzak Rabin, diplomat
from Israel, and Rashed Hussein,
Palestinian poet and author.
On the future calendar are Capen
Auditorium appearances by Max Rafferty
on March 5 and John Holt on March 6 on
educational topics. Boths talks are at 8
p.m. Lord Terence O'Neill, former prime
minister of Northern Ireland will appear
at 8 p.m. on March 28 in the Union
ballroom and Bernadette Devlin, youngest
member of the British Parliament, is
scheduled for 8 p.m. in Capen Auditorium
on May 10.

As you are we ll aware, ISU has a long and treasured history of
respond ing to personal needs. We are seeking constantly today for procedures
which guarantee campus community members that they are more t han
numbers in a large organization. This is why we have a Secretary's Office
with important new ~esponsibilities. And this is why I recommended and
the Board of Regents -a pproved Professor Charles Morris for the position
of University Secretary. I know that Charles Morris is un ited with me in a
desire that the University maintain its abi lity to anticipate human-problems
and quickly answer those concerns raised by individuals on our campus.
To guarantee an effective office, there have been two Associate Secretaries appointed. These are Professor Charles A. White and Judith Boyer.
These administrators give the Office of the Secretary the leadership required
to direct a major university office coupled with the ability to understand
human=problems. This combination is without parallel in any major institution
with which I am familiar.
Along with this sensitivity for our campus community, ISU is seeking
to serve better its thousands of alumni. Vince Vehar, our new Alum ni
Director, has the job of forging a better relationship between the campus
community and those who have left it. He can do this o nl y with your interest
and your support. If you want to assist ISU in strengthening its commitment
to the modern-day objectives of higher education, please contact Mr. Vehar.
Sincerely,

(J(9a.,J,£t
David Berlo,
President

Morris, Boyer appointments announced

Phebe Scott appointed
Phebe Scott has been appointed as acting chairman of the new Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, combining the women's and
men's departments. At a Jan. 29 meeting,
the Regents also confirmed the appointment of Mark Plummer as chairman
of the History Department, replacing Earl
Reitan who had asked to return to full-time
teaching after a three year turn as
chairman.

Faculty share program
A number of lectures by Illinois State
faculty members were a feature of Negro
History Week on the campus and in the
community. Delivering public lectures
were Lucille Smith, George Taylor,
Charles E. Sherman, Charles Morris,
Samuel Woodard, William Savage, Harry
Shaw, Elizabeth Wheatley, Harold W.
Alexander and William Colvin. Colvin
serves as acting director of the Black Fine
Arts Festival group which sponsored the
appearances.

Hickrod in dual role

Phil Steffen

Bakalis names Steffen
Phil Steffen, Elgin senior and president
of the ISU student body, has been appointed by State School Superintendent
Michael Bakalis as his respresentative to
the University of Illinois Board of
Trustees. Steffen becomes one of the first
two students ever to be named to governing boards for state universities.

Tim Johnson cited
Tim Johnson, now youth program
direct.or for the City of San Antonio, Texas,
,has been cited by Superintendent Bakalis
for membership on one of 12 statewide
Citizens' Advisory Councils during the
past year. Johnson served as vice
president of the student body during 197172. He is a June, 1972 graduate.

Robert McAdam

New post for McAdam
Charles E. Morris, former chairman of the Academic Senate, has been appointed as Secretary of the University and Judith Boyer, affirmative action
officer for women, has been named Associate Secretary. Charles A.
White, Secretary since last May, has requested a change of assignment and will serve as a "trouble-shooter" for faculty, staff and students. Morris has been a m~mber of the faculty since 1966. Miss Boyer, a Ph.D. candidate in Educational Administration, has served as a
residence hall area director.

Phebe Scott

Robert E. McAdam, chairman of the
Department of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation for Men until Feb. 1, is now
associate director of the Office of
Research Services and Grants. Prior to
coming to ISU three years ago, he was a
professor at NIU and coordinator of
graduate study in men's physical
education at the University of Minnesota.

G. Alan Hickrod, professor of
·educational administration, is serving
both ISU and Sangamon State during this
term. He is offering courses in his special
field of state educational fiscal policy at
both universities.

Gerald Smith appointed
Gerald Smith, former executive
secretary of the Illinois Junior College
Board and ISU professor of higher
education, has been appointed acting
director of community college affairs at
ISU. In making the appointment,
President David Berlo said "Smith will
initiate a number of projects designed to
effectively meet our commitments to twoyear institutions."

Lab schools reviewed
A restructuring of laboratory schools at
ISU, with reductions in staff and students
phased over two-years, has been
recommended to President David Berlo by
Vice President Gene A. Budig and
Graduate School Dean Arlan Helgeson.
The changes are designed to focus
programs of Metcalf and University High
on research, development and experimentation.
President Berlo is _studying the
recommendations, in view of the effect on
local schools, equitable treatmenf of
personnel, and impact upon students who
remain in the laboratory schools. He indicated that faculty of the two schools
should be returned to academic departments of the university and that the
regular university faculty must assume
responsibility for the operation of the two
laboratory schools.
The report from Budig and Helgeson
was based on findings of the Campus
Laboratory School Planning Committee,
following an intensive study of the function
of the schools. Recommendations include
a reduction in enrollment at Metcalf from
585 to 450 no later than 1974, and at U High
from 600 to 375 by the same year. By 1974
ISU will have the only elementary and
secondary laboratory school in the state,
although the U. of I. maintains an experimental high school of slightly over 200
students.

-
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1960-64

cft.mongflumqj

Staff Sgt. Fred B. Lewis, '63, is a member
of the 2165th Communications Group
headquartered at Taipei Air Station, Taiwan,
which has earned the U.S. Ai r Force Outstanding Unit Award. The unit received the
award for exceptionally meritorious service
from January through December 1971.
Dale L. Starkey, '60, has joined Pioneer
Mortgage Company in Chicago as vicepresident. Starkey is a graduate of the
American Bankers' Association National
School of Real Estate Finance at the
University of Ohio as wel I as graduate of I SU.
John B. Canfield, '62, M.S. 63, was installed
as president of the Illinois Council for Exceptional Children during October 1972. John
is chief psychologist for the Southwest Cook
County Cooperative Association for Special
Education in Tinley Park.
I Donald R. Hish, '60, has joined the fi rm of
~oewi & Company, one of _the largest Mid-

1910-29
Mary L. Smart, '25, writes that she has sold
her home in Wyandotte, Mich. and has moved
to a nursing home.

1930-34
Charles E. Alexander, '34, announced his
retirement as secretary of the Illinois
Agricultural Association in November 1972.
His retirement, due to ill health, became
effective as of the end of 1972. Alexander has
been with IAA since 1963.
Walter lsaah Murray, '32, has been chosen
to teach at Oxford University in England
where the Rhodes scholars add to Jheir
education. For the past seven years he has
served on the civilian-dominated Police
Review Board of New York City. He was
appointed by Mayor Lindsay.
Melvin J. Nicol, '33, was honored with a
"Mr. Nicol Day" in Maroa in January of this
year. Nicol is retiring from the MaroaForsyth school district. He has taught
agriculture for 34 years at Maroa. He has won
many awards in the area of agriculture and
has been responsible for awards that have
been given to many of his students over the
years.

1935-39
Rex Darling, '39, Eastern Illinois
University tennis coach, has been inducted
into the Helms Hall of Fame for his contribution to college athletics as a tennis
coach. Rex was director of the NAIA National
Tournament for 10 years, and was the U.S.
Tennis coach for the Pan-American games in
1969.
James M. and Martha A. Waters, '39, have
retired from teaching. Jim taught for 37
years and Martha taught for 21½ years.
Charles T. Rom anus, '36, retired in October ·
1972, after working as a military historian in
the Department of the Army for 30 years. He
has written five books and is now editing the
official papers of General Joseph W. Stilwell
for publication. His civilian retirement
followed his Army reserve retirement as a Lt.
Colonel.

1945-49
Richard w. Roc:kenback, - ;49; , has been
named manager of the Santa Barbara agency
of Mutual of New York. He has been with the

company since 1963.
_
Glenn R. Bradshaw, '47, has received over
60 awards for his art work. He recently had
an exhibition at the Krannert Art Museum at
the University of Illinois.

1950-54
Stephen H. Bower, '50, has been appointed
as District Superintendent of District 16,
Chicago Public Schools.
Ralph Nyberg, '50, has devised a new approach to teaching geometry-the metric
geometry system. This form of geometry

Dori Shader, '53

-

discards proofs and lets the student use
measurements to come to the same conclusions. Nyberg teaches geometry at
Roanoke-Benson High School.
Del Swearingen, '53, director of athletics
and associate principal of Olympia Unit
school made the principal address at the
annual conclave of the I HSA track coaches
meetrng in Oak Park. He holds the I IAC
record in the discus.
Don R. Shader, '53, Superintendent of the
Garden City school system, has been named
Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction
for Michigan, the state's second highest
education post. Shader is currently president
of the Michigan Association of School Administrators.
Frances and Douglas F. Smith, '53, sent
Christmas greetings from Guam. Doug is a
Full Professor there and Frances is employed at Deledo Junior High School. The
Smiths aiso toured Europe this year and
found it very exciting.
Mrs. Frank Chiodo, '51, has been selected
as director of a new chorus for girls between
12 and 17. The chorus is being jointly sponsored by Centrillio Council of Girl Scouts and
Music, Music. Mrs. Chiodo has been vocal
director in Arrowsmith and Le Roy areas.
Johnny Del Santo, '50, has signed a threeyear contract to serve as principal of the
Bitburg High School, a department of the
American Expeditionary Forces in Germany. He and his family have enjoyed
traveling so far in Germany, France and
Luxembourg.

1955-59
Carolyn Armstrong Morrill, '58, is among
the contributors in the November 1972 issue of
"Instructor" magazine. An idea for the
Crafty Ideas File, a decorative turkey, was
submitted by Mrs. Morrill.
Donald R. Brykit, '58, has been named
chairman of the faculty of mathematics and
statistics in the University of West Florida's
Alpha College. He is the author of numerous
articles on math and math education, and has
authored and co-authored math textbooks.
Robert and Lorena McFarland, '59, have a
9-year-old daughter, Stacy, who performed in
the "Nutcracker Ballet" in Oklahoma City.
Stacy and her brother, Michael, 12, also
appeared with their parents in "Annie, Get
Your Gun" at the Illinois House.
Jane Hoffman Schlecter, '56, is now
teaching sixth grade math in Decatur,
Michigan.
Stanley L. Wilborn, '57, is currently a
senior programming analyst. He spent five
years working in the tropical Pacific area in
computer applications with RCA and Kentron
Hawaii, Ltd.
Agnes Ingham, '59, has been teaching the
sixth grade in the Delavan schools for the
past 11 years. She has submitted her
resignation to the Delavan Board of
Education. The resignation will become
effective at the close of the present school
year.
Owen Robert Marsh, '57, M .S. '58, E.D. D.
'67, is the new Dean of Admissions and
Records at Tyler State College.

Dale Starkey, 180

John Canfleld, '82

It is our hope that many aluQini will
agree with Mr. Gillen and accept the
challenges and responsibilities he
describes for I.S.U. Alumni.

" I am a 1972 alumnus.from filinois State
University. I came to ISU in 1969 from a
tiny European country, Luxemburg. Two
months ago I returned to Luxembourg
.after receiving a Bacholar of Science
Degree in Business Administration.
I wish to express in this letter my appreciation for the hospitality I encountered
at Illinois State University from the
faculty, the students, the civil service as
well · as from the people from the
Bloomington-Normal community, chiefly
from all Americans I had the pleasure to
meet during my three years in the United
States.

I hope that the University will have as
much confidence in me, as it has in its
American alumni. I assure you that I am
proud of being an ISU alumni. Whatever
my successes in life will be, a share of
them will go to ISU and to all the people
who cared about me.
The Olympic basketball finale just came
to a close. Doug Collins, "The Jet," from
Illinois State University was to shoot the
last two points for the American team. For
a moment it seemed that Doug brought the
American Olympic team to a victory
similar to that brought about by Dan Witt
in the game against Northern Illinois
University where Dan shot the winning
point in the last second of play. After
Doug's glorious two points with one second
left to play, I was permeated by the feeling
of sweet victory as I was when Dan scored
his winning point for ISU. Moreover by a
dubious but correct decision the clock in
Munich was turned back to three seconds.
The unfortunate result of this decision is
known: I do not think that it took away any
of the glamor from Doug Collins. I believe
that tonight, Doug brought ISU out of

Richard Bill, '65, has been named actuary
of Country Mutual Insurance Company to
head the newly created actuarial division of
the company.

Ronald Ackerman, '69, spent 3 years as, an
agriculturist in Vietnam and has now
returned home to Chenoa w ith his Vietnamese bride, Nga Nguyen. Mrs. Ackerman,
who has never been in a climate colder than
65 degrees, is having her f irst introduction to
cold 111 inois winters.
Keith J. Jepsen, '68, is the Assistant
Director of the Financial Aid Program in the
American College Testing Program.
Judy S. Cook, '69, is now employed by the
Bloomington Publ ic School System.
Lowell R. Lewis, '69, is a territory manager
for Kerr McGee Chemical Corp.
John w. Klemm, '69, is now employed by

N. R. Hubbard, '85
west-based investment firms.
Martha W. deRivera, '62, served two years
in the Peace Corps and now is married to a
Peruvian lawyer and lives in Lima, Peru.
Andrew J. Ranalletta, '60, had a book
published by Exposition Press, entitled The
Greek Myths: For Better or verse. It is a
rendition of mythology in poetry form.
Carlton Williams, '63, has been named to a
major day care post in the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. He
will administer the multi-mill ion doliar
Chicago Metropolitan Day Care Program for
the department's Office of Commun ity
Development. He is the former Chicago
Housing Authority child development
program director.

1965-69
Rex E. Dorethey, M.S. '65, is a new faculty
appointee at Ball State University. He will
serve as assistant professor of art. He was
previously associated with I SU , and has had
several artic les publ ished in"Art Education"
~ CNAEA Journal).
Nathaniel R. Hubbard Jr., '65, has been
named administrative assistant with the
Association of Commerce and industry of
McLean County. He will concentrate on
working with minority groups in the area of
economic developments.
Raymond D. Hinrichs, M.A., '68, was one of
four students to receive a $100 grant from
Ohio State University for graduate work. He
is conducting doctoral research in evaluating
student affairs programs.
Mary E. Manz, '69, is teaching a day care
training course for students at 2 experimental
"high schools without walls", St. Mary's and
Metro, in Chicago. She is also serving as
President of the Northern Illinois Department of Early Childhood Education of the
Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod and as
"Young Career Woman of the Year-1972" for
the greater Chicagoland Area.
Ronald V. Hirst, '69, received the
president 's medallion for scholarship,
leadership and service to Loyola University
of Chicago School of Law. He is editor in chief
of his university's law journal, was a delegate
this year to the national convention of Law
Journals in Washington, D.C., is a tutor in the
Loyola freshman legal writing program, and
is a recipient of Loyola Law School alumni
scholarships.
Henry Hegener, ' 68, is now in charge of
system engineering for I BM in Poughkeepsie,
N.Y ., and is responsible for all large systems

Challenge issued by alumnus in Germany
The following article is an excerpt of two
letters received by the Alumni Office from
Romain Gillen '72 who is presently employed by DuPont de Nomaers in Germany.

of E lectr ical engineering in IBM's system
380.

obscurity and will take a well-merited
place in ISU's history. Maybe that a victory or at the least a bid to the NIT or
NCAA will firmly establish ISU on the
national sports scene. But there is much
more to a University than sports. It should
not be a glamorous sports arena without
being an academic leader. The status of its
alumni is a reflection of its academic
standing among Universities. As Doug
established ISU as a leader in sports, so
should ISU. 's alumni enhance through
their activities ISU's standing in the field
of academic achievement. The decade of
the 1970's has started for ISU as a decade
of leadership in sports. Is ISU going to
establish itself in the coming decade as a
school with high academic standing
among American Univer s ities? Its
alumni, faculty and students will bear the
responsibility of establishing ISU as a
University of academic superiority."
signed - Romain Gillen
Romain Gillen
Siemensstrasse 40, Apt. 14
<Oberbilk) Dusseldorf, Germany

L G. Schwarzentraub, 70
the Department of Public Aid for the State of
Illinois under thei r Management Development program.
Richard J. Barsema, '67, is now with
Montgomery Ward, managing their shoe
department in Bloomington and is officiating
swimming. His wife, Bonnie L. Barsema, '65,
is teaching at the Illinois Soldiers and Sailors
Children's School.
Helen W. Hurter, '66, is living in Tai pei,
Taiwan. She is a music teacher and her
husband, Jim, is w ith Zenith in Taiwan as
vice-president of Finance.
Peter Jandacek, '65, is present ly teaching
Graphic Arts at Los Alamos High School, in
Los Alamos, New Mexico. His wife, Louise
Evanich Jandacek, '65, is busy with two preschool children, Anna and Andrew.
Carolyn Burton Bounds, '67, recently
earned her M.A. from the University of
1llinois in 1972. She is presently teaching in
Texas and is married to Walter M. Bounds,
Jr., owner of Bounds' Insurance Agency of
Center, Texas.
John F. Henderliter, M.S. '69, was appointed, an account executive with Dean
Witter and Co. , Inc. in Berkeley, California.
Dennis Haack, ! 66, is in the. middle of his.- - - - second year as an assistant professor of
statistics at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington .

1970-73
Ronald Schertz, ' 71, has been named to the
post of housing director at Salem College,
Salem, W. Va., for t he coming year. He has
been freshman footba ll coach and instructor
in Sociology at Salem College for the past 3
years.
Dave Zibert, '70, has been named to coach
baseba ll at the new Peoria Heights High
School. He caught for Duffy Bass at ISU and
was a member of the nat ional champion ISU
nine in 1969.
·
Steve Schupp, '71, has been named
assistant baseball coach at Morton High
School. He was a former ISU catcher.
Guy Homoly, '70, former ISU athletic
great, has given up the f ield of sports to enter
a large engineering firm in Cleveland. He
formerly played baseball with t he San
Francisco Giants . and football with the
Cleveland Browns.
Stephen w. Peterson, '72, recently completed 8 weeks of basic training at the U.S.
Army Tra ining Center in Ft. Polk, La .
Lt. Wayne Durflinger, '71, has entered
pilot's training at Reese Air Force Base, Tex.
Joseph T. Lentini, '72, recently completed 8
weeks of basic tra ining at Ft. Jackson, S.C.
Lt. Raymond B. lsaia, '70, has been
awarded silver wings upon graduation from
U.S. Ai r Force navigator trai ning at Mather
AFB, Calif.
Lt. Thomas Michael Richards, '70, has been
awarded his silver wings at Moody, AFB, Ga.
John A. Hostetler, '70, recently comp leted

Cont'd. on page 5

Births

A son - Robert Edward - born Nov. 9,
1972 to Shirley (Ricca '57) and Robert
Edward Kelly. They now reside in
Washington, Illinois.
A son - born November 4, 1972 to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Yuccas (Lorraine
Staffeldt '66). They now reside in
Naperville, Ill.
A daughter - Heather Therese - born
Dec. 20, 1972 to Art ('71) and Dorrie
Siemion. They now reside in Hinsdale, Ill.
A daughter - Leeanne Joy - born to
Mr. and Mrs. Buzzy Capras ( '71) . They are
in Florida for spring training for the New
York Mets.
A daughter - Mary Clancy - born May
14, 1972 to Dennis ('66) and Geri (Clancy
'67) . They now reside in Lexington,
Kentucky.

J\mongflumqi ,.
Cont'd. from page 4
an educational course. at the Eaton
Laboratories' headquarters in Norwich, N.Y.
John is a medical sales representative with
Eaton Laboratories, Division of MortonNorwich Products, Inc.
Lt. Leslie G. Schwarzentraub, '70, has been
awarded silver wings upon graduation from
U.S. Air Force navigator training at Mather
AFB, Calif.
Lt. ltobert G. Steers, '70, has been
graduated from the U.S. Air Force T-37 jet
pilot instructor course at Randolph AFB,
Tex.
Lt. Michael F. Thomas, '71, recently
completed a 16-week helicopter pilot course
at the U.S. Army Primary Helicopter School,
Ft. Wolters, Tex.
Joseph F. Murnan, '71, is a Peace Corps
volunteer working in Korea to improve
English language instruction in the Korean
schools. He has been living and working in the
rural town of Kimje, Korea, where he is one
Of 26 teachers of the middle school faculty, for
the past year.
Lt. Wayne A. Durflinger, '71, has entered
U.S. Air Force pilot training at Reese AFB,
Tex.
David W. Harwood, '72, completed 8 weeks
of basic training at the U.S. Army training
center at Ft. Polk, La.
Mrs. James K. White, M.S. '70, was named
Chairperson for the 1972-76 quadannium of
the Commission on Archives and History of
the Unlted Methodist Church. She is the first
woman to head the organization in its 93 year
history. The organization has the responsibility of preserving and publicizing the
historical records and heritage of the United
Methodist churches of the Central Illinois
area.
Richard G. Kagey, 111, M.S. '-70, is one of
the recipients of the North Carolina Wesleyan
College Distinguished Teacher Awards for
1972. He is an instructor in theatre. He joined
the faculty at North Carolina Wesleyan
College in September 1970 as instructor in
theatre and techinal director-scenic designer.
Betty Leary, former ISU student is now
living in Hawaii, and appeared on the Brian
Keith television show "Little People" in
December. She Is in her junior year at the
University .. Of Hawaii, has done extensive

m_o deli,n g and is beg.in~ing an acting. career . .
. . Afd~n Leiter Jepsen;M.S.' '70, i_s now living
. :•11 Coralville, Iowa where she opened a·
' .··private preschool this month.
··
Patrick , E. Sullivan, '70, is now employed
by the Illinois Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation ii) Peoria as a Rehabilitation
Counselor.
Joyce K. Krantz, '72, just received a job as
a computer programmer in Peoria.
Daniel P. Barus, '71, is now employed by
Lyons Township in South LaGrange,
Stephen B. Davis, '70, nas been promoted to
Administrative Assistant for the City of
Bloomington.
Connie Amundsen Sullivan, '71, is teaching
in Peoria in the Involvement Project for
Special Education. Her husband, Gary L.
Sullivan, '71, is also teaching in Peoria at
Franklin Grade School.
Marianne Edwards, '72, has been appointed
Normal city clerk by City Manager David
'Anderson. She is a former ISU alumni office
employee.
Raymond Black, ' 72, has just begun work
as a fireman for the city of Normal. He had
been working as a payroll accountant in
Chicago. His wife, Linda, is a senior at ISU.
Pat Brymer, '72, opened in December as
lead puppeteer in an act at the Las Vegas
Hilton Hotel. He is performing with the Sid
and Marti Kroft Co. Their show is based
around actress Raquel Welch. He was
assistant manager at the Normal Theatre
while attending ISU and appeared in many
ISU productions.
William L. Miller, '70, completed eight
weeks of basic training at the U.S. Army
Training Center, in Ft. Polk, Louisiana .
Gerald Meiss, '71, raised money for the
Crippled Children's Center which serves
Woodford, Tazewell and Peoria counties, by
distributing and selling more than 500 record
albums he recorded. The album, "Ask Me if I
Blame Me" consists mostly of country and
westerns and spirituals. Meiss, is a teacher at
Chenoa Grade School.
James L. Theobald, '72, has been commissioned a second lieutenant In the U.S. Air
Force upon graduation from ttie School of
Military Sciences for Officers at Lackland
AFB, Tex.
Charles T. McCrea, '71, has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air
Force upon graduation from the School of
Military Sciences for Officers at Lackland
AFB, Tex.

.- ..

Vocational
leaders

Four alumni active in state-,wide vocational
· educational programs are, from left, Rose
Anne Davis, Roxana; Edward Anderson and
Bessie Hackett pf the ISU faculty, and Donald
Johnson, Rockford, IIEA pre·sident for 1972-

73.

.

Alumni award nominees sought
Nominations are now being taken
for the Distinguished Alumni Awards
to be awarded at Homecoming of
Illinois State University. The committee in charge of the nominations is
already active and will be taking
nominations until July 1.
The Distinguished Alumni Awards
were founded by the late L.W.
Hacker, a long-time resident of
Phoenix, Ariz., to provide recognition
for outstanding achievement in
education. The awards, now into their
third year of existence, go to persons
making significant . contributions to
either the field of education or in
behalf of the University.
Nominees must be well known in

their professions and must have rp.ade
contributions to their community,
state or nation. They must also be
living alumni of ISU.
From one to four awards may be
given annually. A form for the purpose of making · nominations is
available at the Office of Alumni
Services at ISU.
The awards, signed by univ~rsity
and alumni officials, will be presented
at Homecoming, and the names <>f the
recipients will be inscribed on a
permanent plaque to be displayed on
the campus.
·
·
Last year's recipients of the award
were Miss Lillias K. Walker and Dr.
·'.
Harris W. Dean.

In<Memory
Charles McCrea, 71

Alumni
chair

James Theobald, 72

Raymond lsala, 70

Illinois Senator Adlai Stevenson Ill {right),
the great, great grandson of Jesse Fell, receives an alumni association chair from ISU
President David Berlo. Alumni officials plan
to make a similar award to Sen. Charles Percy.

Margaret Triplett Yates, '07, in Chicago,
Ill.
Joy Rolofson White, '64, on Nov. 10 at
Congerville, Ill. She was formerly
librarian at Chiddix·.Junior High School in
Normal, Ill.
Lillian Martha Meadows, '33, on Sept. 2 in
Normal, Ill. She was formerly a teacher in
Tazewell and Woodford counties.
Frances H. Cary, '57, on Nov. 8 in Wabash,
Ind. She taught for 25 years in Livingston
County schools, and was named Illinois
Teacher of the Year in 1960.
Valerie Szymanski Meegan, '67, in September in Chicago, Ill.
Cassie Cross Reeves, in Weldon, Ill. She
was a teacher for 27 years and the
recipient of the Illinois Mother of the Year
award in 1957.
Colonel Angelo D. BoUero, '47, on Nov. 23
in Bloomington, Ill. He was active in the
Army for 23 years and taught for 17 years.
Bernard M. Myers, '51, on Aug. 27, in
Horseshoe Bend, Ark. He was Principal
for an elementary school in Streator, Ill.
Marion Weaver Donovan, '61, on Sept. 9, in
Oglesby, Ill.
Lulu Voit Nierstheimer, ' 11, on Sept. 3 in
Bloomington, Ill. She was a Deaconess
Emeritus of the First Christian Church,
and held various offices throughout the
city including president of the McLean
County Woman's Club, vice-president or'
its Past Presidents' Club and was
president of the Bloomington High School
and Bent School's PTA.
Edwin Samuel Burtis, '16, on May 12, in El
Paso, Tex.
Evaline A. Hack, '23, on July 25, in
Chicago, Ill.
Elizabeth English Leonard, '20, on Oct. 19,
in LeRoy, Ill.
Bessie Hibarger, '23, on Nov. 15, in Normal, Ill.
Clara Isabel White, '13, on Oct. 21, in
Pontiac, Ill.
Michael Thomas Mccarren, '68, on Aug. 3
in Rockford, Ill.
Harold G. Shields, '24, in Nov. in Mitchell,
S.D.
Doris Redfield Nextell, '41, '70, on Dec. 23.
Donald E. Deyo, '35, on Oct. 11, in
Wellesley Hills, Mass. He was engaged in
the field of education for 37 years, was cofounder of Hillyer Junior College, now part
of the University of Hartford, in 1939. In
1943 he founded the Walter Hervey Junior
College in New York City, serving as its

head until 1950. He was president of
Montgomery Junior College in Takoma
Park, Maryland. He was president of Dean
Junior College and when he retired :of ill
health, had the honor of having the title
President Emeritus. bestowed upon him,
the first in the history of the college, which
is 125 years old. He·was also presid~nt of
the American Association of Junior
Colleges in 1963 and 1964 and was listed in
Who's Who in America.
Mabel Esther Wilson·, '37, in Lincoln; Ill.
Edith C. Payne, '17, Jan. 1; in
Bloomington, Ill. She taught in the public
schools of Twin Falls, Idaho and Decatur
and Peoria. In Peoria she taught music
and art and helped organize a junior high
school curriculum.
·
Faith Heller Hinshaw, '34, on Jan. 17, in
Yuma. She was a retired school teacher.
Lotta E. Augspurger, '06, on Jan. ~. in
Bloomington, Ill. She taught for 19 years in
the McLean County schools.
Wayne L. Lassen, husband of Christine
Steers Lassen, '64, on May 16.
Chester B. Castle, '30, on Dec. 5, in South
Bend, Ind. He served as a teacher, a
principal and a superintendent of schools
during his education career.
Maurine Roberts, '19, on Dec. 9, in
Bloomington, Ill. She taught in the LeRoy
school system for 17 years.
H. Burton Carlock, '30, in Toulon, Ill. He
was principal of the Toulon High School.
Raymond John Heckel, '40, on February 5,
in Lansing, Ill.
Randall H. Stenerson, '72, during
December. He was killed in a one-car
accident. Randall had been doing farm
work since his graduation from ISU.

A live and well!
Due to misinformation sent to the
records department of the Alumni Office,
the Alumni Register (May 1971 issue)
errorieously published the death of Mrs.
Barbara Butterfield. Mrs. Butterfield
(listed as Barbara Butterfield Callahan in
the May 1971 issue) is very m~uch alive and
well, and the Alumni Office would like to
take this opportunity to apologize for the
error.

University
Union
taking shape
rapidly

... .

Seemingly subdued lighting in the auditorium of the Union provides a
cover of stars before seats are installed. The huge room eventually will
seat 3,500 persons on three levels.

From photo above, one sees relation between Union and library, now under construction. At left, the vast auditorium is
seen from the stage. Below, President
David Berlo, left, and Bruce Kaiser,
Union director, right, discuss construction phases during a recent tour of facllltles.

The Cage in the new Union gives
the illusion of just that. Actually,
the room is filled with several
"cages" that form circles with similar motif for lighting.
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Communication offers new career choice
Information sciences department
unites print, electronic media
The new Department of Information Sciences has united the
various classes on communications,
and has opened up a new field of
career opportunities for ISU students.
Prior to 1972, communicationrelated classes were scattered
throughout the university. William
Arnold, former chairman of the
Speech Communication Department,
and others felt that due to the rising
importance of communications the
existing classes should be put into one
general media department. This was
done in September, 1972.
Information Sciences now houses
the academic programs of library
science, speech communication,
educational media, radio and
television, journalism, and an
emerging program in computer
science. These programs all deal
directly or indirectly with communications, and are all interrelated.
Information Sciences is headed by
C. Edward Streeter, acting chairman
for the department. Streeter has
approximately 32 faculty members on
his staff. His department is so new
that most of its· plans are now just
being formulated.
At the present time the Information
Sciences office is located in what was
the Speech Communication department offices and the classes and
faculty offices are spread throughout
the campus. Streeter plans for a
professional reading room and coffee
room where students and faculty can
become ·better acquainted. In this
way, the students could benefit from
. the experiences of many professors,
instead of the limited few who teach
their specific classes, he notes.
Streeter sees lnforma tion Sciences
as "a large circle filled with smaller
circles, which represent the various
components of the department. Each
of these smaller circles overlap one
another. Communication theory and
research is the substance that runs
between each circle-the glue that
connects them to each other."
In other words when a student
majored in Information Sciences he
would receive a specific background
in the media subject of his choice,
journalism, for example, and a

general background in related subjects.
Flexibility is the key word, according to Streeter, in considering a
major in Information Sciences. He
states that we now live in a society in
which communication is very important." In this changing world
people have to have FAST access to
CORRECT information. We also live
in a society where the ability to
process and handle information
electronically is changing at a rapid
rate." With the use of computers and
cable television, Streeter says that
hundreds of thousands of pages of
type can be available via touch
television receiver.
Streeter contends that Information
Sciences must educate adaptable
students who can assume many
different kinds of responsibilities in
libraries, information centers, mass
communication,
teleprocessing
networks and organizational communication.
Information Sciences also offers
excellent job opportunities, Streeter
says. "The department hopes to be
able to help secure jobs for students in
several ways. First of all, it is investigating various enterprises in the
Bloomington-Normal area and on
campus, with the possibility of
providing internship-type opportunities for Information Sciences
majors. Under this program, the
students would receive classroom
credit for the "on the job' experience."
Information Sciences will also
attempt to teach the student why,
where and how to sell himself. The
department would work with companies dealing with communicating
ideas and information, to inform them
of the assets of students in the new
department, the new director explains.
The Information Sciences department has a long way to go and a lot of
work to do before all of these dreams
for the future are realized. But
Streeter and his staff have taken the
first steps in developing this program,
and feel that the department shows
much potential.

Department chairman Ed Streeter, right, discusses computer-related internships with staff members Mike Tcheng, left, and Tom Brigham, from
the computer services area.

Faculty members Ralph Smith, Karl Ozolins and William Prigge, left to
right, discuss integration of radio and television, library science and
educational media into the new format within information sciences.

Students sponsor alum
information center
The Student Alumni Association has
established an Alumni Infor mation
Center. According to SAA President Phil
Brown, the purpose of the center is to offer.
help in finding information about admissions or registering, addresses of other
alumni, present whereabouts of certain
teachers, or other information that alumni
desire.
Student opinion will also be available for
alumni. Brown stated that at least two or
three differing viewpoints will be considered in answering alumni student
opinion questions.
The alumni information center will be
staffed by SAA members. Alumni
requesting information should write the
Alumni Information Center, c/o Alumni
Office, ISU, Rambo House, Normal,
lliinois, 61761.
The SAA also voted to hold a resume
seminar in the early spring. The seminar
will fe ature John D. Hall of the Business
Education Department and Parker
Lawlis, director of the Placement Bureau.
They will speak on how to write a good
resume.

Reviewing a plan to improve instruction in
journalism are, from left, Tom McCain, Tom
Pugh, Marty Honan and Brad Lashbrook.
Pugh, also associate editor of the Peoria

Journal Star, teaches two sections of beginning reporting in the Information Sciences Department.
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Hawaiian holiday.
already sold out

Three announce plans
:to retire, leave ISU
Three ISU administrators, all well
known to alwnni, have announced
plans to retire or take other positions
during 1973. Eric. H. Johnson and
Robert V. Mitchell have made plans
to retire, while Richard E. Hulet has
been ' named to the post · of vice
chancellor for student affairs for the
State .University System in Florida.
Eric H. Johnson, 55, has served as
vice president o{JSU and professor of
educational administration. He has
been a member of the ISU faculty
since 1~59.

In his present position, Johnson has
responsibility for ISU's financial
services, internal auditing, building
and grounds, ~rchitectural and
engineering services, management of
residence halls and other housing,
Union-Auditorium , and auxiliary
enterprises. He also takes the basic
responsibility for development of the
University's capital budget.
From 1939-50 he was a high school
teacher, principal and superintendent
of schools at Tamms, Bonfield and
Flanagan. In 1957 he accepted the
post of deputy superintendent of
public instruction for Illinois. He
served for two years in this area,
before joining the ISU staff.
At the time o{ his retiremt;lnt later
this year Johnson wiHhave completed
35 years in public school and
univ~rsity work in Illinois, and will
qualify .for full benefits under the
·state retirement system.
H~
his wife, Ruth, will move
from Normal and will explore job
possibilities in several parts of the
country.
Robert V. Mit£hell joined the ISU
faculty as dean of the College of

and

Business in 1968. He was the first
person to hold his position at ISU. In
July of 1972 Mitchell was also given
the titles acting director of
development and acting vice
president of the University Foundation.
"Before joining the faculty and
administration at Illinois State, I
concluded that this University and
Bloomington-Normal represented the
best location in the State of Illinois for
the development of the academic
areas of business in close association
with the business community. This
conviction has grown even stronger
during the past four years, and I am
confident it will continue to grow
under your leadership."
He and his wife, Betty, have not
completed their plans following his
retirement.
Richard E. Hulet joined the ISU
faculty in 1956 as dean of men and
professor of education. Prior to this
time he served as director of housing
and assistant dean of men at the
University of Illinois. He became
dean of students at ISU in 1963 and
vice president in 1966.
Hulet has been a staff member of
the president at ISU, chief student
personnel officer of the university and
adviser to the president on all matters
of student affairs.
In announcing Hulet's appointment
in Gainesville, Fla., Chancellor
Robert B. Mautz said Hulet will bring
to the University System of Florida
more than 20 years of experience in
student affairs.
Hulet and his wife; Kathleen, will
move to Tallahassee, Fla. in March,
to assume Hulet's new duties.
'

The Alumni Association's Hawaiian
Holiday tour, first offered in
November 1972, is already sold out.
The tour, which will take place from
April 14-22, has filled all of its allotted
positions, according to ISU Alumni
Services Director Vince Vehar. Vehar
stated that no more reservations are
being taken due to the long waiting
list which already exists..
The Hawaii-bound alumni will visit
the three islands of Hawaii, Maui and
Honolulu. During their stay they will
be treated to a Pearl Harbor cruise,
tour escorts throughout· the islands
and
the most deluxe
accommodations.
Vehar was very pleased with the
alumni response that this tour
received. He plans to expand his tour
program due to this favorable
reception, and also to increase the
number of positions offered on future
tours, so that more alumni can be
included. He urges all alumni to join
his traveling team· on a future tour
and to enjoy seeing the world with the
"flying " Redbirds.

Poag appointed

Richard HIiiei

Douglas Poag, ISU alumnus who
was featured by Time Magazine in
1971 as an "educational dropout" who
returned to school while a member of
the Bloomington Police Department,
has been appointed·as supervisor for
Central Illinois Pre-Release by the
Illinois Department of Corrections.
He will be working with persons
from the Pontiac and Dwight prisons
who are returning to Central Illinois
communities, assisting the former
prisoners to find jobs and otherwise
reintegrate themselves into community life.

~rriages
Myra Kay Litwiller, '72 to Glenn Martin
Raab, in Hopedale in September. Glenn
earned his degree in computer engineering
at the University of Illinois.
Sarah Van Ooteghem, to Myron Ray ,
Litwiller, '72in Rock Island in September.
Sarah is a senior at ISU, majoring in
business education. Myron is employed by
Equitable Life Insurance Co.
Julie Anderson to James J. Lindoerfer,
'72 in Bloomington. Julie is employed by
American State Bank and James is employed by the· Bloomington Parks and
Recreation Department.
Mickey White to Steven Laskowski, '72,
in Bloomington. Steven is employed by
State Farm Insurance Company.
Jamie Lomax, '72, to Roger Haab in
Harvey during October. Jamie works for
Gailey Eye Clinic, and Roger is a student
at ISU majoring in biology.
Mary Kemnetz, '72, to Paul Delgado, '71,
in September in Chatsworth. Paul teaches
in Octavia School District.
Janet Sue Kastner, to Gary Allan Cross,
'70, in December in San Jose. Gary is a
farmer.
Diane Stroh, '72, to Richard Bergman, in
November in Anchor. Richard served six
years in the U.S. Navy before joining his
father in farming.
EllenJ. Starr, to David C. Smith, '70, in
Augustin Bloomington. Ellen is a senior at
ISU majoring in music education and
David works for Dale Color, Inc.
Jeanne Lee Roller, '72, to David Wayne
Gillis, during September in Centralia.
Jeanne is a computer programmer at
State Farm. David is a senior at ISU
majoring in accounting.
Jacqueline Jean Sacry to Michael Paul
Henderson, '72, during July in Normal. He
is associated with PPG Industries.
Carolyn Sue Clarke, '72, to Larry Dale
Jackson, '72, during November in Normal. Larry is employed by Illinois Bell
Telephone in Elgin and Valor Limited in
Barrington.

Alyce Gregerson, '72, to John Brooks
during September in Gibson City. John is
employed by the State of Illinois as a
computer programmer.
Marsha Kay Wolf, '69, to William Gehl
Caldwell during November in Benson. Bill
received his bachelor's and master's
degrees in industrial education at Murray
State University. He is an industrial arts
teacher at Gibson City High School.
Marsha is a guidance counselor at Gibson
City High School.
Carolyn Gravell, '72, to James Frietzch
in November in Normal. James has a
bachelor's degree in mathematics from
Bradley University and is a field engineer
for J .L. Wroan.
Nancy Lynne Brubaker, '70, to Douglas
Alan Salefski, in November in Park Ridge.
Douglas is a 1970 graduate of Eastern
lliinois University.
Angela Shaw to John E. Sheaffer, '71,
during November in Aurora. John is
employed by Comco Land Development
Co.
Sheri Coulter, '72, to Richard L. Spader,
in Peoria. Richard is a 1969 graduate of
South Dakota State University and is
assistant director of public relations for
the American Angus Association in St.
Joseph, Mo.
Eleanor J. Cavallo, '72, to Thomas E.
Flynn in September. Thomas is employed
in construction work and Eleanor teaches
in Peoria.
Gail Lynn Dietz, '72, to Carl Laverne
Thorson, '71, during August. Carl is

engaged in farming. ,
Julie Ann Buck, '72, to Gregg Roger
Drije in August. Gregg graduated from
Monmouth College in June with a degree in
mathematics and economics.
Effie D. Bledsoe, '72, to Harold F.
Hannon, during July in Bloomington. The
couple is at home in Park City South.
Janet Eileen Britton, '72, to Victor
Maynard, during June in Delavan. Victor

completed three years in the U.S. Air
Force and is employed by Roosevelt Insurance Co.
Di Blosser to Dave Meece, '72, during
December in Canton. Dave is employed by
ISU as a graphic designer for news and
publication services.
Shari Bailey to Greg McLaughlin, '72,
during August in Normal. Greg is attending Tennessee Temple Seminary and
is beginning study for the ministry.
Katherine Augspurger, '72, to Allen
Sancken during December in Chenoa.
Katherine is employed as a visually
handicapped resource teacher in Oshkosh,
Wis. Allen is serving in the Navy.
Kathleen Ann Einoris '70, to Michael
Miller Orr, '69, in December in St. Charles.
Kathleen is teaching at the Cerebral Palsy
Center in Atlanta. Michael is involved in
social work in Georgia.
Penny Lee Cusac, '72, to George Lynn
Kunkle during December in Toluca.
George is a student at the University of
lliinois.
Kathy Lynn Zimmerman, '72, to William
Harold Wall during December in
Philadelphia, Pa. The bridegroom is a
bartender at the Mermaid Inn,
Philadelphia.
Marsha Barling to Ronald Brown, '73,
during January. The bride is a 1972
graduate of Illinois Wesleyan University.
Cindy L. Ross, '71, to Robert J. Sansom,
'71. Cindy is a part-time English instructor
at Illinois Central College.
Patricia Callahan to Neil Kelley, '71.
Neil is the manager of the Eastland Book
Bazaar.
Debra Ladendorf to Ronald Gimbel, '72,
during January. The bride is a senior at St.
Francis Hospital School of Nursing.
Ronald is employed by Waitkoss Co., Inc.
Ellen Elaine Poff, '72, to John Riley
Melton during December in Weldon. John
is a graduate of Parkland Junior College
and he is employed by Soldwedel's Dairy
in Canton.

Sue Ellen Rampley to Richard Lee
Hoerr, '69, during December in Pekin.
Richard is employed by State Farm Insurance Co. Sue is a senior at Western
lliinois University.
· Delores Maxine Walker to George A.
Pruitt, M.S. '70, during December in
Durham, North Carolina. George is vicepresident for student services at Morgan
State College and a member of the Board
of Trustees of the Greater Baltimore
Medical Center. Delores is a graduate of
Bennett College in Greensboro, North
carolina and is employed as a special
education teacher in the public schools of
Nashville, Tenn.
Elaine Thomas, '73, to Norman W.
Hester in Normal during January. Norman is a junior at ISU majoring in accounting.
Delila Kirby, '73, to Irvin Bane, in
Farmer City in December. Irvin is
engaged in farming with his father. He is a
graduate of Kansas State University.
Candice Anne Tomlin, '71, to Frederick
Russell Brotherson, in Springfield in
January. Frederick is a graduate of the
University of Illinois. He has accepted a
job with Ford Motor Co.
Joan Kathleen Fant, '70, to Douglas
Gordon Olson in December. Douglas is
assistant attorney general for the State of
Illinois in Springfield.
Connie Marleen Call, '72, to Daniel Ray
Schweigert, in Peoria in December. Daniel
is engaged in farming.
Karen Larson, '67, to Robert Lee
Magistrelli in Colorado Springs, Colo. in
January. Robert is a graduate of
Maryland University. Both are employed
by the Navigators, a non-denominational
Christian organization.
Yvonne Lorraine Hipps, '71, to Taylor
Aaron Cisco, Jr., '70, M.S.·'72, in California
in November. Yvonne teaches at Budlong
Elementary School, and Taylor is
Mathematic Project Co-ordinator at
Malcolm X College in Chicago.
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Redbird Recap
Editor's Note: Mr. Steele, an alumnus and a faculty member at Illinois
State for a quarter of a century,
was asked by the alumni director to
write a column recalling some of bis
observations over ,the years. This Is
the first In his series.
by J. R. Steele, Alumni Editor
Twenty-five years on the Illinois State
scene mayor may not qualify one to reminisce about the university and the alumni.
A lot of the success of such a venture will
depend on one's story telling ability along
with memories of people and happenings. I
do know that many of the stories I hear from
my friends get told with a few more
flourishes. even " improvements" as the
years go along, so I plan to make at least
one try at writing a column for alumni.
I am sure that some of the people I
write about are going to suggest that this
one effort is enough, or too much, but I
shall risk this possibility. It may well be that
grads from the pre-World War II era will
remember efforts as sports editor of the
Vidette, in a column called "Goal Dust"
and have some appropriate comparisons ...
this is simply another of the risks. .
Many of the anecdotes will relate to
Redbird sports and to journalistic en-

deavors, photo as well as written, with an
occasional venture into entertainment and
campus history. Here were the people I
worked with and played with during the
time period that has turned into a quarter
of a century much earlier than I ever
believed possible.
In sports, some of the top memories are
of short term relationships as a coach and
a sports official. Although I claimed the
unofficial title of assistant tennis and
assistant golf coach for a few seasons, I
served as a head coach of tennis for the
1950 season during a sabbatical leave for
the late Dr. Eugene Hill, who served ISU
long and faithfully. This tennis team was
made up of a quintet of winners, giving
me something of an over-rated reputation
as a coach. Included were present Ottawa
High School Coach Tom Henderson,
Don Hertz, now an SIU professor, and Evan
Strawn. a Bloomington attorney, along
with La Verne "Speed" Changnon, a
Highland Park teacher and sports official,
and Don Olson, a Lincoln nat ive.
This team powered through the season
with only one dual meet loss and dominated
the IIAC tournament. The only anxious
moment I can remember came when they
were within points of sweeping all of the
first place honors in both doubles and
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singles. These are the kinds of problems
coaches like to live with. All of the team
members went on to win many more collegiate honors, and to be successful competitors thereafter.
As a tennis class teac her, I can also claim
having Jim Whitman , ISU coach and Evergreen Club pro, in my beginning class,
although I seem to remember that he did
not play like a beginner at the t ime. My
main problem claiming such past associations with tennis is the kind of a game I
play one night a week at Evergreen. My
three playing partners must suspect that I
rely heavily upon the past, without enough
thought to present performance ? ?
An even shorter career was turned in as a
basketball referee. I have a feeling that a
strong sense of fair play and sportsmanship
is just not enough for success in sports
officiating. One needs to be a showman,
hopefully with at least two of three
qualifications of being big, strong and
fast .. . I could really claim none of the
three. My excuse for leaving the ranks of
whistle-blowing was that coaches, and former coaches, ·iike Lewis Legg, Gene Masters
and Arley Gillett, discouraged my officiating career during its formative years. But
the real reason probably was that when
fellow officials such as Redbird athletes

Coach Hart optimistic
about fo-o thall team
Football coaches are supposed to be
pessimistic, but Illinois State's Gerry
Hart has that good feeling about his
1973 squad despite the loss of career
rushing leader Ron Bell and 21 other
lettermen by graduation.
Hart expects his offense to regroup
in spring practice around sophomore
quarterback Eric "Great" Scott, and
the defense to be as strong as the
stingy unit that helped the Redbirds
inaugurate his collegiate coaching
career with an 8-3 record. In all, there
are 30 lettermen on hand.

Visiting at an alumni reception in Berkeley, Calif., at the time of the Redbird games with Pacific and the University of California were Cecil and
Elizabeth Biggs, (front) and Gene and Florence Neri.

Scott passed for 1,185 yards and
seven touchdowns in his rookie season
on the varsity. "He will continue to
get better and better with every game
he plays," Hart says of the former
Prep All-American from Folsom, Pa.
Wide receivers Dennis Lomas,
Mike Wayland and Bob Falls return to
give ISU a promising passing game.
Bell's size and durability will be
missed. The big tailback from Normal carried the ball 543 times for 2,830
yards in his three-year career at ISU,
and once had six touchdowns in a
single game.
Sophomore Garry McCarthy and
freshman Jeff Russell are the leading
candidates for Bell's job, and both can
1n3FOOTBALLSCHEDULE

Also at the California meeting, held during the Christmas holiday season,
were, from left, Linda and Fred Tandy, along with Charles and Frances
Newton.
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This group of Redbird fans was in the audience in the Nassau County
Coliseum in New York when the Illinois State team played Morehead
State in January.

Cec Hospelhorn and the late Joe Gamero,
along with Pat Rooney, IWU footballer, left
town I missed the self confidence that this
kind of company offered. Alums who
remember this trio will understand.
A 17-year stint as a physical education
teac her survived a similar early crisis.
AU High class to which I was assigned as a
student teacher had as a student one E.
Burton Mercier, later Alumni Association
president. However, this challenge was
bypassed wit h a rather sudden call to active
duty with the Air Force reserves. E. 8 .,
who did a Navy tour before coming back to
the campus to graduate from ISU in 1950,
was later a good friend, I think .. . He still
tells one about his efforts in the late 40 's
to insure getting a ticket in a lottery for an
ISU-IWU basketball game at Wesleyan. His
plan to put his name in the hat as Burt,
Edward, and E.B. worked well, he says,
until the late Prof. Howard Ivens drew out
two of the three Mercier entries ...
Other sports experiences, particularly
about golf and alumni, could provide
another chapter ... if there is one. I have
delayed this topic because of the problems
of a writer-golfer in separating fact from
fiction, particularly for left-handed players,
as lam ...
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Milwaukee at
Milwaukee
F. AUSTIN
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Day
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THE CITADEL, Band Day
at Hancock Stadium
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Springfield, Mo.
Central Michigan at Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.
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fill the bill. "But they are smaller
than Bell," Hart points out, "so we
will need a real good short yardage
fullback to replace Bruce Elliott."
Juniors Willie Dixon and Jim Snoddy
are the leading candidates at
fullback.

Returning starters in the offense
line are tackles Ted Akins and Ronald
Clark, center Mark Propst and tight
end Walt Smith. "I really think our
first unit will be as good if not better
than last season," Hart says, "but we
graduated a lot of three-year players.
Injuries could really hurt us because
we do not have the depth in our offensive line."
Adding to the offense is freshman
placekicker Bruce Hoefnagel , a
Canadian citizen who drilled all 30
conversion attempts and added seven
field goals last fall with his soccerstyle kicking.
Hart expects the defense to be
"every bit as good" as last season
because of the large number of
sophomores who saw considerable
action. Sophs will be the top candidates at seven defensive positions
this spring.
Illinois State's brightest star on
defense could be junior end Dick
Schertz, who sacked opposing
quarterbacks in every game last fall
and returned two pass interceptions
for touchdowns. Junior tackle Leon
Fonville, a burly 260 pounder, and
junior cornerback Mike Stover are
other top defensive candidates.
The sophomore class is a strong one
that includes such already-familiar
football names as-Eddie Smith and
Rick Elliott at linebackers, John
Mass at end, Earl Alexander at
tackle, Ray Underwood·at the corner,
Reggie Underwood at strong safety
and Doug Simper at free safety.
Illinois State will open its schedule
on Sept. 8 at Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
The 1973 slate is a much stronger
one than last season's. New opponents
include Stephen F . Austin and The
Citadel at home, and Arkansas State .
on the road.
Homecoming will be on Oct. 20
against Eastern Illinois. Parents Day
will be on Oct. 27 against Northern
lliinois.
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Hotline phones 'hot'
during crisis period
To disseminate emergency information to all members of the
student body, the staff and the faculty
of a university the size of Illinois State
is no easy matter.
Consider, for example, the problem
of how to inform all interested parties
that the university would close at
noon - as happened in December
after an ice storm caused a number of
problems, among them the possibility
that the weight of ice on building roofs
might make them dangerous.
How does one go about it?

-----:-:

NEWS SERVICE

ILLINOIS STATE
UNIVERSITY

But there is little doubt that the
number was large.
But, there also was one major
problem at the time. The answering
devices were swamped with calls, and
depending on the length of the tape, ::::::-:
each was tied up for a set period of
time, once activated. This, regardless
of whether the caller could get the
pertinent information he sought
during the first few seconds.
During that same 24-hour period,
some 237 calls were rejected . At the
time, Hotlir2e was using a 90-second
tape. After seeing the problem, two
more answering devices - and a

Radio? Of course, but many persons, in the press of daily business,
don't have access to a radio during
::-:-:-:
the day.
obtained for all the machines for use :::::::::
]((t(
.________________.,
Newspapers? Great for "after the
during emergency periods or at t J
:_:_____
fact" reporting, but in this particular
"slow" times
•:-:-::::
case, the time element prohibited
In use since· 1970, News Hotline has {t
({:~
effective use.
provided a good instrument for ft
:(:(}
Telephone? It would have been a
passing information along. The J(:(
(:(:f
physical impossibility to telephone
devices have been especially helpful ff
.::::::
'I
everyone concerned.
to the university community during ::::::::
But, how about letting them call
crisis -periods, but the daily use of
:;:;.;-::
FOR A REPORT ON CAMPUS EVENTS
you?
News Hotline also is a bonus.
:-:-:-~
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During a 24-hour period beginning
Not only is it possible to get the
:;:::::::
UPTOTHEMINUTENEWS, 74 HOURSADAY
at 10 a.m. Dec. 13, a bank of four
information out quickly - at the::::::::
:: :::::
" Executive Secretaries" responded
time most convenient for the caller - ::::::::
:::::::::
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to almost 1,100 calls, providing inbut a daily listing of activities around II
formation about the university's
campus can be disseminated.
:;::::::
tJ
closing. The day before - Dec. 12 The messages are changed at least ff
:;::::::
the university closed at noon, and
twice a day during the week, and ::::::::
ff
figures are not ~vailable on the
moi-e often something of importance .f f
::::::;:
number of calls to Hotline thaf d'ay.
·comes along.
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Placement picture

Job outlook improving, Lawlis says
anticipating that there will be an increased
demand in technology or skilled areas in
business."
He explains that those who have no idea of
seeking teaching jobs should look into the
possibility of preparing for jobs in some of the
"hot" areas - accounting, safety officer,
marketing specialist and other fields. " In these
jobs, employes don't have to go through long
training periods. They are employed and within
a week, they are producing, " he says.
Aside from recent graduates and seniors, the
Placement Service may benefit those graduates
who have been out of school for a time, Lawns
says.
"Last year, we had more than 2,000 alumni
with active credentials on file ," he reports. "For
instance," he says of part of the job the
Placement Service does, " the guy may have
been out teaching for 15 years, then want a
change. We can help him out. ,

The future for prospective teachers, as far as
potential employment, may be looking up, according to Parker Lawlis, placement director at
ISU.
"The big thing in education," he says, "is that
we really hit the bottom last year on deletion of
existing positions. Most schools probably have
cut their staffs as low as possible. This could be a
good sign."
While too bright a picture should not be
painted, according to Lawlis, "if a person is
good, he's going to get a job. Education,
however, has joined with the many other fields
where the employer has a choice in who he
hires."
According to a recently prepared study by the
Illinois Association for School, College and
University Staffing (IASCUS) , the greatest
demand is for teachers in music, most areas in
junior high, elementary (especially men),
special education, industrial technology, library
science, agriculture and math. "The male
candidate," the study says, "can enhance his
consideration by being able to assist with
coaching."
"Overall, 58per cent of the graduates who met
the teacher certification requirements have
positions teaching," Lawlis says of the effort to
place 1972 graduates. The results were
"phenomenal" when one considers the "socalled 'teacher surplus'," he says.
It should be noted, for example, that
elementary special education and junior high
placement was a high 75 per cent.
Lawlis warns that students who are just
beginning to consider their major subject should
avoid "any area that's not commonly taught as a

complete subject" in the school system. "Many
graduates major in areas which are not commonly taught at the high school level, thus
eliminating opportunities."
Lawlis explains that the ISU Placement
Service works on the "individual-type system.
Potential employers are not calling on us. We are
calling them."
With this in mind, " When we get 58 per cent
placement, it's not all that bad."
Last · year, more than 4,200 graduates and
alumni registered with the Placement Service,
Lawlis says. More than 30,500 sets of credentials
were sent to prospective employers, he reports.
"Last year, about a third of our people were
non-teaching graduates," Lawlis says. " We are

"We try to do three things," he says of the
Service.
" We try to be of assistance to seniors in getting
their credentials organized. We assist in getting
potential employers and potential employes
together.
" And, we give as much 'supply and demand'
information as we can to whatever audience
wants it - students, employers and others."
But one of the most important things, he
reiterates, is that " If a person is good, he's going
to get a job.
"It would appear that the quality graduates in
all fields should be able to secure positions if they
have selected a saleable major and minor, have
an expanded geographic area, are innovative in
their fields and are flexible, " Lawlis says.
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New library, union
should bring
new focal point
on campus
The new university library,
rising out of the ground behind a
wood fence just north of College
Avenue, will be an attractive
building, will have much more space
and more facilities than Milner
Library, yet will be easier for
students to use. This optimistic view
is expressed by Joe W. Kraus,
director of university libraries, as
he talks of the "many exciting new
features" of the building which
will become a center of information
and learning for ISU students and
faculty.
"We should have a new central
focus on the campus, with the
union, auditorium and library
connected by a common plaza,"
Kraus believes. "All three will be
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Five contracting firms are busy
either at the site or planning for
their participation in building the
new library building at ISU. The
drawing below shows the relationship of the various departmental
literature to the different floors
or levels, once the building is
completed. View is from College
Avenue, with the left part to connect with the new University Union building.

used by almost all students daily,
no matter what their major or
purpose of study."
A visitor will see the new library
as much different than Milner,
considered by Kraus to be a very
good library in its time. He
describes the "new" look as one
of openness, spaciousness and
freedom which will be achieved by
the lack of interior walls and a
flexibility of room arrangement.
"In a traditional library, we
often chase students all over the
building to get information on a
subject," Kraus explains. "For
the most part, in the new building
we will have books, periodicals
and other materials on a subject
on the same floor."
The sixth study level, or floor,
will have materials concerned with
the humanities and fine arts, while
the fifth level will be devoted to
social science information and
government publications.
Science materials will occupy the
fourth lev"P.<vhile the first, or
ground floor will house books and
other information on education
and psychology, along with the
teaching materials center.
Kraus explains that the "open"
look will be emphasized by the
location of the stairwells, elevators
and utility and heating ducts in a
center core area on each floor.
Sections of book shelving will
surround this area and study
carrels and other seating will be
in the outer perimeter of each
floor.
"We have found that students
prefer individual study carrels
and are planning for a maximum
number of individual spaces,"
Kraus says.
The main floor, which is the
second level, will have the card
catalog, circulation records, a check
out area, and an information desk
for the whole library. "We expect
to have phone jacks located at
the card catalog so that telephone
requests can be received at this
location," he notes.

~4,

The artist's conception, above,
shows the relationship of the new
library to the new University Union that Is almost completed. College Avenue is in the foreground.
Joe W. Kraus, director of university libraries, says the building,
when completed, will provide a
new focal point for campus activities. Kraus is pictured at right.

"A general college library,
consisting of some 50,000 highly
selective volumes, will also be a
main feature of the second and
third levels," Kraus continues.
"This area is designed as an
introductory service to students
from relatively small high schools,
and also to serve as a place for
students and faculty members to
browse among a fairly select
collection of books."
Administrative offices will also
be located on the third level.
The building will have provisions
for electronic media now coming
into use and expected in the
future, according to Kraus. Closed
circuit television reception will be
available on the first level, where
library science classrooms are
located.
"We have the potential for
adding wiring at virtually any
place on any floor through use of
a 'unistrut' device, which looks
like an oversized clothespin, to
attach cables to ceiling beams
above a false ceiling," Kraus points
out. "Many study carrels on each
floor can be wired in this way and
be connected with the Pyramid
system which will be in DeGarmo
Hall."
The electronic plan also takes

.into consideration the future
impact of video cassettes, with
many carrels having equipment
f~r playing, and even recording,
VIdeo materials, according to the
library director.
In comparing the size and
capacity of the new library with
Milner, Kraus notes that the new
facility will have 220,000 square
feet of space, with study seating
for 3,500 students, compared with
80,000 square feet of space and
study seating for 850 students
at one time in Milner.
A book storage of 650,000
volumes is planned, although
Kraus notes that it still will be
necessary to use the current
Milner stack areas for less
frequently used journals and
books, with daily delivery service
back and forth to a service desk.
Kraus and other university
officials are hopeful it will be
possible to occupy the building at
the target date of September,
1974. No decisions have been made
about future use of the remainder
of Milner Library after the move.
The new university library,
under construction after many
years of careful planning, can well
be a source of pride for students,
faculty and alumni for many years
to come.
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Alumni office has new look
by Marion Kavanaugh

----

ISU's Alumni Office has a new home, a
new director, and a new outlook. Since everyone cannot come to the campus and view the
change in person, the staff of the office
would like to take this time to introduce
themselves.
Vincent A. Vehar, Jr., is the new director
of alumni services. He is a native of St. Clair
Shores, Mich. Vince is 26 years old and is
married to Donna Marie Vehar, also a Michigan native. Vince and Donna are expecting
their first child in May.
Vince explains that the Alumni Office is
interested in developing and maintaining
friendly relationships with alumni, students,
administrators, faculty, and friends of the
university. He approaches this large task
through personal visits, Homecoming and
other activities such as Founders Day, Class
Reunions and Commencement, and the publishing of the Alumni Register. His first effort in an expanded program of alumni tours
is the Hawaiian Holiday pianned for April
14-22.

The director heads the committee to select
the annual recipient of the Distinguished
Alumni Award, as well as organizing student
alumni activities, planning meetings around
Illinois and through the.U.S., and working
with the Foundation and Development office
to increase support by alumni for university
programs.
Vince still finds time to talk with visiting
alumni, and to share his experiences as a
"new" Illinois State alumnus.
Visitors to the Alumni Office are greeted
by Mrs. Evelyn Cobb and Mrs. Marion
Kavanaugh. Evelyn is in charge of all
correspondence, as well as serving as

receptionist and providing alumni with information about tours, reunions, or any other
alumni programs. Marion, along with writing
for the Alumni Register, assists in secretarial
work.
·
·
Upstairs in the alumni house are records
of some 45,000 alumni. The work of keeping
these records up to date is supervised by
Mrs. Janis Hoover, with help from Lynn
Taylor, a graduate assistant, and several
student employes.
The new home of the Alumni Office is
Rambo House, a red brick Georgian-style
building facing University Street, across
from the Health Service wing of Fairchild
Hall. The Alumni Office, along with the
Foundation and Development Office, was
formerly located in Hovey Hall. Both are
now located in the house which was first
opened in 1939 as a living-learning center
for senior women in Honie Economics. It is
named for Miss Jesse E. Rambo, the first head
of the Department of Home Economics. The
Alumni Office occupies the south half
of the building, while the Office of Developement and the University Foundation
occupy the north half of the house.
The house previously had space for a
living room, powder room, coat room, dining
room, sun porch and kitchen, bedrooms, bath
and pressing rooms, and an apartment.
Recently a number of walls were removed to
achieve more efficient office areas, but t
the house retains a friendly, warm
atmosphere, with a living room, with fireplace,
waiting for alumni visits or social gatherings.
The staff of the Alumni Office is always
pleased to have visitors and hopes that this
article will encourage more alumni to pay a
visit to the new alumni headquarters on
the Illinois State campus.

-

LEFT: Alumni services director Vince Vehar and Evelyn
Cobb, his secretary, review
alumni tour plans.
RIGHT: Staff members, from
left, Marion Kavanaugh, Janis
Hoover and Len Taylor meet
to plan alumni news materials
for Register.

